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ISAF Windsurfing Committee
Olympic Equipment

Working Party

Mission Statement

This Working Party was formed to recommend the criteria that should be considered
when selecting the Olympic Windsurfing Equipment for the 2008 Olympic Regatta in
Qingdao, China and recommend the process, or method, by which that equipment
could be selected.

Introduction

To achieve this we must first concentrate on separating the identifying issues that
are related to criteria from those that specify design.  Sailing conditions, cost and
using the same rig for men and women will be considered criteria.  The issue of a
one-design board built by one manufacture or multiple manufacturers vs. a
development board will also be considered criteria.  Even though one can argue that
designing a board for a certain set of sailing conditions is a design element; it
remains fundamental in selecting a board for the conditions we are expecting at the
2008 Olympic Games in China.  Issues such as construction materials, rig size and
mast and boom length, hull weight will be treated as design elements.  The Working
Party also felt it important to identify equipment that could be sailed for two
quadreniums.

Criteria

Items that have been the most commonly mentioned for consideration as criteria are:
! Choosing a board that can be sailed in a wide range of conditions including the

light air expected in Qingdao.
! Choosing equipment that allows for the broadest ranges of body types and

weight.
! Having a board that can be sailed by both men and women.
! Keeping the costs reasonable.
! Ensuring that the equipment is available worldwide.
! The size of the board should allow it to be easily checked on a plane as baggage.
! One-design vs. a development class.
! One supplier vs. multiple suppliers.
! Should we place controls on the rig?
! If we do place controls on the rig what should they be?
! We should select equipment that will reduce the importance of pumping.
! Ensure that the windsurfing regatta can be sailed in 5 knots of wind.

Method of Selection

The selection process is equally important in assuring that the best equipment is
chosen. Because of the deadlines in identifying equipment established by the IOC
we must complete the process and be prepared to announce the class in November
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of 2003 and the equipment in November of 2004.  The process of selection needs to
be designed around that deadline.  The methods that we can consider are:
! Choose a design that exists today and freeze modifications to the board, fins and

centerboard.
! Establish a set of  ‘desired’ characteristics and choose the board from the

existing production designs next summer (2003).
! Identify a design from existing production that can be built by multiple

manufacturers.
! Identify a design and offer it to multiple manufacturers to produce.
! Hold an ISAF Trials in the early summer of 2003 to choose a board, a design or a

formula that can be recommended to the ISAF committees in November 2003 for
consideration as the Olympic windsurfing equipment.

Conclusions

Criteria

The board chosen for the Olympic Games in Qingdao, China must be strong,
versatile, relatively inexpensive and be available throughout the world as equally as
possible. We should strive to reduce the importance of pumping and choose a board
that both men and women can both sail.  The board should be of a design that is
proven to accomplish these goals and be leading edge enough to be desirable for
the Games in 2008.

To address the issue of one-design vs. development and one supplier vs. multiple
suppliers we must consider a number of issues.  First there is the monopoly issue
that cannot be avoided: it is the concern of a number MNA’s of ISAF.  Secondly, by
not having one supplier we can avoid the quality and production issues that have
affected us in the past.  This points strongly toward a multiple manufacturer design
which could be either one-design or development.

To keep costs down and to promote the development for both men and women the
number of rigs should be limited to two.  The choice of the rig sizes can be either the
same rig for men and women or the men’s small rig can be the women’s big rig.  The
final selection of equipment should address the issues of mast length, flex and
material, boom length and material and sail size and design restrictions.

Method

A formal trial is the most desirable method of selection and probably is unavoidable.
It will be the fairest way to compare the options available to us.  In a trials format
existing boards, as well as prototypes wishing to be considered may be tested.

The trials can have two sections.  The first is the trials of existing production boards
both one-design and development boards and the second would be for boards that
are not yet considered production but are willing and able to meet the criteria that
ISAF would establish to enable them to qualify for selection.  Manufacturers offering
boards that are not yet production boards must send boards that will meet their
production weight and stiffness specifications.  It is intended that both sections of
these trials be sailed at the same time.
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The issue of a one-design board built by one manufacturer vs. multiple
manufacturers building the same one-design board can be addressed prior to the
trials, perhaps in November of 2002, or it can be addressed after the trials.  If the
decision is made pre-trials that any equipment chosen must be made available to
other ISAF licensed manufacturers then this would eliminate issues that may arise
after the fact.  If a development formula type board is chosen at the trials then this is
not an issue.

Boards must be sailed by both men and women and should be sailed in a wide
variety of conditions. The ISAF has sufficient experience at this and the Windsurfing
Committee should play an active role.

The Windsurfing Committee can and should address the issue surrounding the
equipment ‘above the deck’ as well as the size and number of fins.  This can be
done after the trials using information gathered during the trials and combining it with
the then current knowledge on that equipment.

To accurately choose the board based on its characteristics the trials should be
conducted with all sailors using the same provided rigs.  Two or three rig sizes
should be made available to both men and women with the men having a 12.0 and a
10.0 available to them and the women possibly having one smaller sail available to
them, perhaps a 8.5 to go along with the 10.0.  This appears to be the desired
approach and will allow us to best test the boards.  In addition all boards should have
the same fins.  However, two fin sizes should be provided and changed only by ISAF
as the conditions warrant.

______________________


